MODERN CONFLICTS

Ten years on since the start of the uprising, and Syria is still mired
in a war that has devastated the country and crippled its economy.
Poverty is increasing and so is the suffering of Syrians. So why is
President Bashar al Assad still in power? Olga Yoldi writes.

Syrian children ride a bike in a destroyed street as civilians and rebels prepare to evacuate one of the few
remaining rebel-held pockets in Arbin, in Eastern Ghouta. (ABDULMONAM EASSA/AFP via Getty Images)

L

ast May President Assad won a fourth
term in office, with 95 per cent of the vote.
Syrian opposition called the vote a farce.
European countries and the US said it
was not free or fair. As he cast his ballot,
Mr Assad told journalists that the West’s
opinion counted for “zero”. He also said
he felt empowered after being re-elected and vowed to
defeat his enemies no matter how many battles he faces.
Syria is experiencing the worst economic crisis in the
country’s history, caused by endemic corruption, inflation,
sanctions, the destruction of basic infrastructure and mass
population displacement. The Lebanese financial catastrophe
has added to the pain. The crisis has driven Syrians into
poverty on a scale unprecedented in recent times. Currently
80 per cent of the population live below the international
poverty line of $1.90 per day and 13.4 million people need
humanitarian assistance.
In March the cost of living rose 93 per cent and
food prices increased by 38 per cent, while the Syrian
pound plunged to record lows. Basic goods are now
unaffordable and families are struggling to survive.
Press reports say queues for subsidised bread are so
long that many people spend eight hours a day waiting
to get their daily rations, and up to 48 hours to fill their
vehicles with fuel. Damascus and other towns are
sometimes in darkness because of electricity rationing:
the government is unable to secure the fuel needed to
generate power or heat people’s homes in winter.
“No one could have imagined the level of misery
and destruction that the people of Syria would face in
10 years,” writes Hazem Rihawi, senior programs
manager of the American Relief Coalition for Syria.
“Today Syrians are hungry and malnourished, poor and
abused, displaced and exhausted.”
To make matters worse, this is all happening against
the backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic. The regime
has tried to hide the scale of it, but media reports say there
has been a spike in infections and few hospitals are fully
operational. “We know that community transmission is
widespread as almost 90 per cent of newly confirmed cases
cannot be traced to known sources,” says Sir Mark
Lowcock, UN Under-Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator.
The death toll in Damascus could be 80 times the official
tally, according to a study led by scientists at the Imperial
College London. “Nearly 40 per cent of people may
already have caught the virus,” the report says.
Assad has no solutions to Syria’s crisis and there is no
international political will to find one either. Western
nations won’t invest in reconstruction unless a political
transition is on the way, but Assad won’t compromise: his
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priority is to regain control over the whole nation.
Syria is split into three main enclaves. Each has its
own militias, administrative system, economy and
currency. President Assad, with the support of Iran,
Russia and Lebanon, controls two-thirds of the country
and all its major cities (Damascus, Homs and Aleppo).
The autonomous Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF), a military wing of the Kurdish People’s
Protection Group, controls the north-east area with
US protection, including the oil and gas fields or 80
per cent of Syria’s resources. Kurdish is the spoken
language and the US dollar the preferred currency.
The north-western Idlib province, the last rebel-held
stronghold, is controlled by militias opposed to President
Assad, the Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, a Jihadist alliance under
Turkey’s protection, with the Turkish lira the main currency.
Idlib is home to three million people, most of whom are
women and children displaced from areas besieged by
government forces. Rebels under Jordanian protection
control small areas in the south and IS still has a pocket
in the east.
A series of deals involving the US, Russia, Iran
and Turkey are maintaining what analysts describe as
a “protracted, violent stalemate”. According to The
Economist, fighting has subsided from 200 attacks a
day five years ago to about 40 per month. But while
the intensity may have receded, the root causes that
drive the conflict are still to be addressed. With five
foreign militaries and their proxies still active in Syria
and without a declared nationwide ceasefire or peace
process, instability is likely to persist for years.
Observers say Assad is powerless without Iranian
and Russian support. “He does not have the domestic
resources to deliver to his constituents and does not
have the military power he had before the conflict,”
writes Lina Khatib from Chatham House, an
international affairs think tank. “His toolbox is empty
and he is actually more vulnerable than ever.”
Yet Assad has not only survived the war, won
elections and retained a firm hold on power, but is now
making a comeback. Arab nations that opposed him
are rebuilding ties with Syria. United Arab Emirates
(UAE), has offered the Syrian regime significant
financial assistance, Egypt have opened their embassies,
and Jordan has reopened its main border crossing with
Syria. Whether this rapprochement translates into
reconstruction funds it remains to be seen.
At home Assad continues to be the main figure. He
promotes himself as the saviour, the protector of Syria’s
minorities, the leader Syria needs for future stability. As
Diana Darke from the Middle East Institute writes:
“Assad’s state media outlets ensure a consistent message

President Bashar al Assad

– that only he can steer the country through its current
miseries, that only Assad can deliver Syrians from Islamic
extremists and terrorists … Much of the world believes
the Syrian war is over, that Assad has won anyway, little
realising that ISIS is on the rise again and that violence
and deaths continue on a daily basis.”

T

en years ago Syria turned into a
battlefield when people took to the
streets to protest against the arrest and
torture of school children, who –
inspired by the Arab Spring revolutions
– had scribbled: “It’s your turn next doctor” on a wall in
the city of Daraa, referring to President Assad, a trained
ophthalmologist. Within days security forces stormed
their homes and detained the boys, torturing them, which
prompted the protests demanding their release.
When the bodies of two teenagers, who had been
detained in a separate incident, were found soon after,
peaceful protests spread across other cities and towns.
Syrians called for reform, greater freedom and an end to
political oppression. The view was that it would be a matter
of weeks, perhaps months before Assad was ousted. But
the state crackdown that followed was swift. Assad used
brutal violence to crush dissent, turning the army and
security forces against his own people, killing protesters,
conducting widespread arrests, shelling residential areas,
setting in motion a downward spiral of violence.
Protests escalated into an armed uprising when
defectors from the army launched the Free Syrian Army
(FSA) – a loose conglomeration of armed brigades formed
to protect protesters and initiate resistance operations
against Assad’s security forces. But fragmentation and
internal divisions soon weakened the FSA, while Islamist
groups started to dominate. As journalist Tracey Shelton
writes: “Hundreds of militia groups ranging from secular

to criminal gangs and moderate Islamists to brutal
extremists began emerging both for and against the
government. As the battle progressed, the opposition
splintered and multiple sides emerged. New armed groups
formed, dissolved, adapted or morphed into a swirling
pool of alliances.”
Major confrontations between FSA and armed forces
took place in different areas. The armed opposition gained
ground as one Syrian town after another fell out of
government control. Militias captured military bases and
controlled part of the north and east. But they soon became
rivals as well as allies and began to target each other and
government troops. Then Islamic State and Jabhat
al-Nusra, an offshoot of Al Qaeda, set up bases in Syria,
adding to the violence and confusion.
As the chaos worsened foreign powers began to take
sides, sending funds, weapons and fighters to different
militia groups – encouraging fragmentation, competition
and shifting alliances, adding fuel to the fire. The conflict
soon morphed into a civil war: but also a sectarian war, a
religious war, a regional war and a multifaceted global
proxy war involving 12 nations.
“Territories rapidly changed hands between the
warring parties: entire suburbs or towns could wake up
to find their neighbourhoods ruled by opposition forces,”
Shelton writes. “Frontlines were so fluid that a street that
was relatively safe one day could erupt into smoke,
explosions and bullets without warning. The rapid changes
left many to face arrest, torture or even execution, based
on their religion, suspected political alliance or simply
being caught in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
Oula Nader, a Syrian refugee now living in Sydney,
was caught in the fighting in Damascus. She describes
the unrelenting air strikes day and night, the shootings
and the sheer terror she felt every time she had to leave
her house because of the risk of being killed, injured or
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Arbin is in the Eastern Ghouta region which has been under government siege since 2013. / AFP PHOTO / Amer ALMOHIBANY
(Photo credit should read AMER ALMOHIBANY/AFP via Getty Images)
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kidnapped. “The windows in our house were always open
because the explosions would break the glass.” Oula says.
She escaped to her parents’ village to be caught in the
fighting between Sunnis and Alawites. “Your life comes
to a halt,” she told me. “Nobody can protect you from
harm. You spend your days at checkpoints. You trust no
one and fear everyone. When you leave the house you say
goodbye to your family, as it may be the last time you see
them.”
In 2015 Assad seemed to be on the brink of defeat
when Russian forces, Iranian Republican Guard forces,
Lebanese Hezbollah and Iraqi Shi’a militias entered the
conflict, helping Assad to regain control over significant
territory. Then the regime and its allies conducted
indiscriminate aerial attacks using barrel bombs, cluster
munitions, improvised explosives and poison gas on densely
populated neighbourhoods, killing and injuring civilians
trapped in rebel-held areas, in attacks that amounted to
war crimes.
The UN’s Commission of Inquiry on Syria report says
the war has been marked by violations of humanitarian
standards and human rights, including violence by the
regime and Russian and Iranian forces against the Syrian
population on a genocidal scale. It says that while militias
also conducted indiscriminate attacks on civilians, they
did not reach the gravity, frequency and scale of those by
state forces.
Syrians were subjected to arbitrary detention and
imprisonment, systematic torture, murder, disappearances
and mutilation. The regime has bombed undefended
towns, murdered prisoners of war and used chemical
weapons, including asphyxiating gases, against
defenceless civilians. According to the Syrian Network
for Human Rights, the regime has been running a
network of secret torture facilities across Syria and it
is estimated that about 100,000 people have died from
torture or as a result of horrific conditions in overcrowded
government prisons. The Network says that 128,000
Syrians are considered to be either detained or dead.
Human Rights Watch found evidence of widespread
torture, starvation, beatings and disease in Syrian
government detention facilities.
In its 2012 report, Amnesty International mentioned
Syrians were subjected to sexual violence, systematic
pillaging and looting by government and militias after
taking control of territories.
The UN report notes that the imposition of sieges by
government forces that lasted months and often years
created chronic shortages of food, water and medicine
and prevented civilians from leaving the areas. Often they
were used as human shields. To make matters worse, Assad
attacked and blocked aid convoys carrying food and
medicine to stop them reaching desperate civilians in
besieged areas, even after COVID-19 began spreading.
According to the International Committee of the Red

Cross, the Syrian regime stripped 70 per cent of the
medical supplies and surgical equipment from aid convoys
trying to reach areas under siege. It allowed infections like
polio to resurface by blocking vaccines from reaching
regions controlled by militias, further endangering already
vulnerable populations.
“UN humanitarian agencies allowed the Assad
regime to take control of the $30 billion international
aid destined to provide food and medicines to those in
need,” wrote Annie Sparrow, from the Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, in
Foreign Affairs. She writes that by centralising UN relief
operations in Damascus it enabled the regime to
coordinate humanitarian access, controlling who
received aid and when. “The best estimate is that only
between 2 and 18 per cent of UN aid actually reached
needy Syrians. Rather than helping at-risk civilians,
the bulk of aid has bolstered the Syrian government.”
Apart from taking food and medical supplies, the
regime also bombed hospitals. Doctors and Physicians
for Human Rights have documented close to 600
attacks on health care facilities in Syria between 2016
and 2019, mainly in areas under assault by Assad’s
forces, damaging or destroying about half of the
medical facilities and killing 930 doctors, nurses and
countless patients.
“The Syrian regime is responsible for the
weaponisation of health care,” writes Dr Zaher Sahloul,
president of MedGlobal, in Foreign Policy. “The strategy
[uses] people’s needs for health care as a weapon by
violently depriving them of it … attacking health care
facilities, targeting health care workers, obliterating
medical neutrality and besieging medicine.” According
to the International Rescue Committee report, 70 per
cent of the health workforce has left the country, leaving
just one Syrian doctor for every 10,000 people.
“Crimes against humanity were committed every day
in Syria and the world was silent about it … the world
and world leaders bear huge responsibility for what
happened to the Syrian people,” noted Mufaddal Hamadeh,
president of the Syrian American Medical Society. “They
could have stopped it. They would have been able to stop
it … This is something we had vowed as an international
community, not to allow the Holocaust to happen again,
not to allow Srebrenica to happen again, not to allow
Rwanda to happen again. But we did allow it in Syria.
And if we continue to allow this to happen, it will happen
again and again.”
And it is happening to this day, because nothing has
stirred the international community to action. The UN
Security Council proved inadequate to respond to the
crisis and hold perpetrators to account. Since 2013 the
council has passed 26 resolutions on humanitarian access,
peace talks and chemical weapons, but China and Russia
vetoed at least 17 of those draft resolutions, only three
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recommended the use of force while the remainder
advocated for non-military measures.
The European Union (EU) often mentions the scale
and complexity of the conflict and the presence of jihadist
groups as a justification for inaction, even when the conflict
posed real threats to European security from terrorism
and the refugee crisis.
At the beginning of the conflict there was an expectation
that the US would intervene, but then-president Barack
Obama was unconvinced that the US should get involved
in yet another conflict in the Middle East. As journalist
Dexter Filkins writes in The New Yorker: “The US President
had campaigned on a promise to get the US out of the
Middle East … I visited Obama in the White House in
the winter of 2013, he certainly had no enthusiasm for any
kind of armed intervention.”
“We cannot even identify the groups on the ground
that we might support,” Obama told Filkins. According to
media reports, then-secretary of state John Kerry suggested
to Obama to violate Syria’s sovereignty by launching missiles
at specific targets under the cover of night to send a message
to the regime. The goal, Kerry said, was not to overthrow
Assad, but encourage him, Iran and Russia to negotiate
peace. Samantha Power, a member of the National Security
Council who has written extensively about the Responsibility
to Protect – a doctrine that holds sovereignty should not
be considered inviolate when a country is slaughtering its
own citizens – also pleaded with Obama to intervene.
Advisers even suggested imposing a no-fly zone.
But Obama would not be moved. “If there had been
no Iraq, no Afghanistan and no Libya, I might be apt
to take risks in Syria,” he told Jeffery Goldberg from
The Atlantic magazine. Apart from putting US soldiers
at risk, there were other risks as the regime held chemical
weapons in secret locations, and a US attack may have
provoked their use. At the same time, there was no
organised, credible opposition that could take over
government, plus and there was the risk the regime
could use civilians as human shields.
Obama’s reticence frustrated his advisers, particularly
when Assad’s army killed 1400 civilians with sarin gas in
Ghouta, a Damascus suburb, in March 2013. In an earlier
speech Obama had drawn a red line and had committed
to strike, should Assad cross it: “We have been very clear
to the Assad regime – but also to other players on the
ground – that a red line for us [is] if we start seeing a
whole bunch of chemical weapons moving around or
being utilised … That would change my calculus; that
would change my equation.”
But Obama did not strike when Assad crossed the
red line. Many political commentators and US allies said
the decision did great damage to America’s credibility.
They argued that the vacuum left by the US would be
filled by Russia, Iran and ISIS. Gideon Rose, then editor
of Foreign Affairs, wrote that Obama’s handling of the
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crisis – “first casually announcing a major commitment,
then dithering about living up to it, then frantically tossing
the ball to Congress for a decision – was a case study [of ]
embarrassingly amateurish improvisation.”
Then the Security Council drafted resolution 2118,
which called for the removal and destruction of Syria’s
chemical weapons arsenal. Russia volunteered to help and
it managed to remove most of Assad’s arsenal – 1300
tonnes of chemical weapons in 23 locations. But it did
not stop Assad from using them. According to the Global
Public Policy Institute, the regime has used chemical
weapons 266 times since then.
When ISIL swept into Syria in 2014 Obama did send
troops to north-eastern Syria as part of an international
effort to support the Kurds against ISIL, and he ordered
air strikes. Analysts say the US never devoted enough
attention or resources to deal with the root cause of the
war – the behaviour of the Assad regime.
As did Obama, Donald Trump also campaigned on
getting the US out of the Middle East. “Syria is irremediably
doomed and therefore no longer a US concern,” he said.
In December 2018 Trump suddenly announced the
withdrawal of US troops from north-eastern Syria in the
face of a Turkish incursion into the Kurdish-controlled
area. The violence that followed left hundreds of Kurdish
fighters and civilians dead and 100,000 people displaced.
Russia lost no time in moving in to fill the void. “The
abrupt decision to withdraw [US troops] and green-light
the Turkish operation was a betrayal of one of our best
partners in the global war on terrorism,” a senior
Administration official told The Atlantic. “It disrupted our
[efforts to] defeat ISIS and hurt our reputation as a reliable
partner worldwide.”
Under pressure from his advisers Trump reversed his
decision, redeploying several hundred US troops back into
north-eastern Syria. “We’ve secured the oil and therefore
a small number of US troops will remain in the area where
they have the oil, and we are going to be protecting it,”
Trump said.
As with his predecessors, President Joe Biden has also
adopted a hands-off approach to Syria’s conflict. Following
the shambolic withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan,
there is renewed fear that Biden may withdraw troops
from Syria’s north-east – a decision that would effectively
cede control of the Kurdish Autonomous Region to the
Syrian government, Russia and Iran. It would certainly
show how rapidly an entire world order can come undone.
Some analysts say the withdrawal from Afghanistan
shows the increasing unreliability of the US as a political
partner, and also the unpredictability of its foreign policy.
Others believe the US may be in the process of dissociating
itself from the Middle East.
According to Israeli former diplomat and political
commentator Alon Pinkas, the US has no need for Middle
East oil now as it can produce all it needs. Historically,

“Crimes against humanity were committed every day in Syria and the
world was silent about it … the world and world leaders bear huge
responsibility for what happened to the Syrian people. They could have
stopped it. They would have been able to stop it … This is something we
had vowed as an international community, not to allow the Holocaust
to happen again, not to allow Srebrenica to happen again, not to allow
Rwanda to happen again. But we did allow it in Syria. And if we
continue to allow this to happen, it will happen again and again.”
— Mufaddal Hamadeh

DAMASCUS, SYRIA - SEPTEMBER 28 : A man walks through the smoke after an air-strike staged by Syrian regime forces to the opposition
residential areas in Duma district in the Eastern Ghouta area of Damascus, Syria on September 28, 2015. (Photo by Mohammed Khair/Anadolu
Agency/Getty Images)
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“UN humanitarian agencies
allowed the Assad regime
to take control of the $30
billion international aid
destined to provide food and
medicines to those in need”.
— Annie Sparrow
American involvement and presence in the region was in
the context of a bilateral cold war that included a need to
contain the Soviet Union and ensure the free flow of oil.
“The US is fatigued, scarred and still haemorrhaging after
decades of military entanglements in the region,” Pinkas
wrote in Israeli newspaper Haaretz. “The American public
has lost any appetite or understanding of ‘forever wars’
thousands of miles away. The US has lost patience [with]
and interest in the Arab world. With Soviet containment
and oil no longer factors, what remains is a war on terrorism
and the dream of democratisation. The former will
continue, the latter failed miserably.”

U

nfortunately, protracted conflicts do not end
by withdrawing troops or dissociating from
them. The reluctance of NATO states to
take decisive action to protect Syrian lives
has had drastic consequences. Syria’s civil
war has turned into one of the most
devastating conflicts of our time. It has
caused untold suffering and loss of life, and continues to
destabilise the region. It has claimed more than 600,000
lives and at least two million people have been injured. It
has driven half of its population, 13.7 million people, out
of their homes (6.5 million inside Syria and 6.7 abroad),
causing the largest number of displaced persons from any
conflict since World War 2, creating a refugee crisis that is
challenging surrounding countries.
Inaction in Syria could have catastrophic repercussions
in the long term, not only for Syria but also for the wider
region and the West. Currently the situation of millions of
Syrians in Syria and surrounding countries is untenable, and
the risks of enduring another decade of poverty, uncertainty
and destitution are unimaginable.
Let’s not forget that a decade of war means the lives
of an entire generation of children have been defined by
12
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violence, death and displacement. Many have never had
a real home, living their whole lives displaced in harsh
conditions, in extreme poverty, being unable to go to
school, with no opportunities or hope for a better tomorrow.
As Hasan Ismaik wrote in Foreign Policy: “No Syrian
children under the age of 10 have seen their country in
peace, and if they remain starved and deprived of medical
care in a country with no economic basic opportunities,
they could eventually become the foot soldiers of a new
terrorism outbreak in the Middle East.”
Indeed, many political analysists have warned of
the risks of radicalisation. According to The Economist,
Syrian refugees could turn into another dispossessed,
violent diaspora. “Like Palestinians before them, they
could become a destabilising presence across the Middle
East and the world should have every interest in
stopping that from happening.”
Of course, the influx of refugees has placed a
considerable burden on host nations: Turkey hosts 3.6
million, Jordan 1.3 million, Iraq 250,000 and Lebanon
1.5 million. In these countries many refugees are living
in camps, languishing in limbo with limited mobility,
mostly reliant on humanitarian assistance and with
none of the rights of local citizens. As economic pressures
mount, anti-refugee sentiment is growing as they are
increasingly perceived as a drain on social services and
competition for jobs, so they now face closed borders.
These countries, as well as Sweden and Denmark, are
putting pressure on refugees to go home. Yet with good
reason they fear they could be arrested, kidnapped, tortured,
conscripted into the army, taken to internment camps or
even executed upon return.
Amnesty International (AI), in a recent report You’re
Going To Your Death: Violations Against Syrian Refugees
Returning To Syria, documents horrific violations
committed by Syrian intelligence officers against 66

Aleppo’s Old city. (Photo by LOUAI BESHARA / AFP) (Photo credit should
read LOUAI BESHARA/AFP via Getty Images)
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returnees, including arbitrary detention, torture and other
ill-treatment such as rape, other sexual violence and
enforced disappearance. “Military hostilities may have
subsided, but the Syrian government’s propensity for
egregious human rights violations has not,” said AI
researcher Marie Forestier. “The very fact of having fled
Syria is enough to put returnees at risk of being targeted
by the authorities. Any government claiming Syria is safe
is wilfully ignoring the horrific reality on the ground,
leaving refugees once again fearing for their lives.” She
reminded host countries that returning refugees to
conflict-ridden areas is a clear violation of international
law and the principle of non-refoulement.
Syrian refugees are unlikely to be able to return home
any time soon, given the hostile environment and large-scale
destruction in Syria. Many may simply not have a home
to return to. Every Syrian who has not served in the army
must pay $7000 to the government to be exempt from it,
otherwise authorities will confiscate any property or land
belonging to them or their family within Syria and any
legal documents such as passports will be suspended until
payment is made, adding to the suffering of millions of
internally displaced people and refugees living in poverty.
Media reports say the government has been rezoning
areas destroyed by the war and confiscating thousands of
vacated homes left behind by displaced Sunnis, which
have been auctioned without the permission or knowledge
of their owners, or simply distributed to Assad loyalists
among Shia militiamen. Apparently the new Law 10
stipulates that titleholders will forfeit their property if
they fail to re-register it – an impossible task for the
millions who have fled Syria.
Observers describe the new Syria that is emerging
from the rubble as being smaller and more sectarian.
According to The Economist, all cities recaptured by the
government now belong mostly to Syria’s victorious
minorities, Christians, Shias and Alawites. These groups
banded together against the rebels, who are nearly all
Sunni, and chased them out of the cities.
A report by the Norwegian Refugee Council says that
if the situation in Syria continues at its current rate, the
next decade could see at least six more million displacements.
“Syrians will likely continue to be displaced in large
numbers,” the report says. “Displacement will continue
to be fuelled by conflict, insecurity and increasingly by
economic factors as well.”
The highest priority for Assad is rebuilding the country,
but massive investment is needed. Reconstruction has been
estimated as likely to cost about US$400 billion. Neither
Russia nor Iran has the resources. Apparently Russia and
the Syrian government have made it clear they want the
US and EU to contribute substantial amounts to rebuilding
14
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the country they have so wantonly destroyed, but this is
unlikely. Since June the US has implemented tougher
sanctions, hoping to pressure the regime into a political
settlement. The Caesar Syrian Civilian Protection Act
targets anyone who does business with or provides support
to the Syrian government. The sanctions are expected to
deter investors and firms that hoped to participate in
Syria’s reconstruction, because there is fear reconstruction
will benefit only the regime, the warlords and the foreigners
that backed it. However, so far sanctions haven’t been
effective in driving political change, while they are causing
great suffering to ordinary citizens.
Annie Sparrow partly blames the UN-led humanitarian
effort in Syria for enabling Assad to use donor funds to
bypass sanctions and pay for his war effort. According to
her, Assad’s imposition of taxes on salaries of all international
relief staff, the procurement of goods and services by local
partners associated with the regime and the distortion of
exchange rates provided much hard currency to the regime.
“The paradox and sad irony is that the driving forces
behind sanctions against the Syrian government – the
EU, US and UK – have also been the biggest funders of
the humanitarian response that has undermined the
sanctions they imposed. It is time for the UN to reconsider
its pact with the devil and examine whether their presence
in Damascus is doing more harm than good.”
As the economy collapses under the weight of
sanctions, war and international isolation, Syrians continue
to bear the brunt of the crisis. The regime extracts whatever
it can from its citizens through checkpoint fees and
administrative costs. Even Assad’s loyalists are growing
disenchanted with the economic crisis.
In the absence of a legitimate economy, corruption,
bribery, nepotism and war-profiteering are rampant,
according to a Global Organised Crime Index report. It
says Syria’s human trafficking markets are flourishing,
as are its arms, oil and synthetic drugs trafficking markets
in which high-ranking official have been implicated.
“Criminal networks operate at a local level and engage in
kidnapping and extortion,” the report says.
According to The Guardian, Syria is now a full-blown
narco-state, ranked number one globally for the production,
distribution and sale of hashish and the amphetamine
type stimulant called Captagon. A report by the Centre
for Operational Analysis indicates that last year authorities
elsewhere seized Syrian drugs with a street value of US$3.4
billion. It also notes that the Syrian drug industry cannot
be curtailed until the conflict itself ends and political
conditions allow for international enforcement initiatives
to be coordinated with the government of Syria. As long
as the conflict remains unresolved, trafficking will remain
entrenched.

A Free Syrian Army commander reacts after his unit failed to capture a Syrian Army tank during clashes with forces loyal to President
Bashar al-Assad in Aleppo’s neighborhood of Salaheddine (Reuters/Ammar Abdullah)

“Historically, American
involvement and presence in
the region was in the context
of a bilateral cold war that
included a need to contain
the Soviet Union and ensure
the free flow of oil”.
— Alon Pinkas

B

ashar will not go easily, in spite of sanctions
or other economic pressures. It is likely
Russia and Iran will control the trajectory
of the conflict in future. Analysts say
Russia has a firm footprint in Syria and
the conflict has enabled Putin to assert
Russia’s role as a global power. Putin wants
to keep Assad in power, his closest ally in the Middle East.
Iran has increased its military and security influence
by creating militias within the Syrian army. These militias
control the borders with Iraq and Lebanon and have
gained a foothold in areas that border Israel. As a result,
Israel has launched air strikes against Iranian-linked targets
to slow Iran’s entrenchment in Syria.Tehran also needs Syria
to transport weapons to Hezbollah, Iran’s proxy, which is
opposed to Israel and supports Assad.
Political scientist Steven Heydeman, from the Centre
for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institute, calls this
SYRIA - THE DEATH OF A NATION
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In the Al Hawl refugee camp in northern Syria live 62,000 people displaced from the Islamic State, from 62
countries, two thirds are children. Save the Children slams foreign governments for failing to repatriate them. “Every
day that children and their families are failed by their governments, everyday they are denied the opportunity to
return to their home, denied the right to live in safety and recover from their experiences, is a day too many,” their
reports says. (AP Photo/Lefteris Pitarakis, File)
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alliance the “Authoritarian Stabilisation Pact” between
Russia, Iran and Syria that has kept Assad in power.
According to him, a global network of authoritarian regimes
has emerged that assert a rigid, absolutist conception of
state sovereignty designed to insulate autocrats from
accountability and to contain the ability of democracies to
act. “The Authoritarian Stabilisation Pact offers a stark
example of an emerging international landscape in which
democracies will find their room to manoeuvre increasingly
constrained,” Heydeman writes.
Unlike Russia and Iran, Turkey supports the Syrian
opposition and has mounted three offensives into Syria since
2016 against the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces, as
Erdogan sees them as terrorists with close ties to the Turkish
Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). The Turkish army occupies
border areas to prevent further refugee influxes and to deter
the Syrian regime’s assault on Idlib.
None of these countries want confrontation with one
another, but they will not
leave Syria. The result is
what analysts describe as
a stalemate – a semichilled conflict that is
unlikely to end any time
soon.
Now the Arab nations
that had opposed the Assad
regime are rebuilding
diplomatic ties with Syria,
a rapprochement that may
result in an Arab push into
Syria to diminish Russian
and Iranian influence and
change the balance of
power. The international
community, on the other
hand, may need to rethink
their Syria policy very seriously and find solutions. It is not
too late to save Syria.
Even though the conflict has faded from the headlines,
the world cannot forget the atrocities committed by the
Assad regime. There is fear such atrocities will become the
new norm in future wars. Evidence of crimes against humanity
has been collected by the Commission for International
Justice and Accountability (CIJA). This NGO has extracted
from Syria more than a million original pages of Syrian state
military security intelligence documentation, as well as
considerable quantities of IS-generated records, according
to the BBC. Evidence of crimes also includes the 53,275
photographs of deaths in custody that were smuggled out of
Syria in 2013 by a military defector and photographer code
named Caesar.
“It’s a solid kind of evidence that we haven’t really had

since Nuremberg, when the Nazis were prosecuted,”
Stephen Rapp, war crimes prosecutor and CIJA’s chair
told the BBC. Journalist Ben Taub argues that there is no
clear path for prosecuting the highest-level offenders. “The
only war criminals that are likely to face imminent
prosecution for their role are low to mid-level operatives
who have been identified in European jurisdictions, after
entering the continent hidden in the refugee flow,” he
wrote in The New Yorker.
Indeed, this is already happening. Using the principles
of universal jurisdiction that seek to punish regardless of
where the crime was committed, Germany has convicted a
former Syrian officer of crimes against humanity. France has
opened investigations on crimes being committed in Syria.
Taub notes that while Syria has signed the Rome Statute
it has not ratified it, so the International Criminal Court has
no independent authority to investigate or prosecute crimes
that take place within the Syrian territory.
The UN Security
Council does have the
power to refer jurisdiction
to the court, but Russia
will prevent it from
happening. “International
criminal justice is a
relatively new, fragile
endeavour, and to a
disturbing extent its
application is contingent
on geopolitics,” Taub
writes. “The Syrian war
has become a conflict in
which war crimes carry no
consequences – present or
seemingly future – and in
which their perpetrators
have been normalised as
part of military strategy, rather than being seen as an
aberration. The prevalent climate of impunity has emboldened
other governments to carry out atrocities in the pursuit of
their objectives.”
The last chapters of the Syrian conflict are still to
be written, but the legacy of this conflict will be felt
for many decades to come. There is no doubt that the
country that existed before the uprising is gone. Oula
tells me about her life in Damascus before the war:
“It was a very safe, peaceful and friendly place. People
were nice and supported each other. Damascus was
known as the city that never sleeps. It had an exciting
night life.” She remembers particularly the hot summer
nights, the parties, the music, visiting friends. “ Then
the war started and everything changed in the blink
of an eye.”

The conflict soon morphed
into a civil war: but also a
sectarian war, a religious
war, a regional war and a
multifaceted global proxy war
involving 12 nations.
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